
Project background 2
Objective of Upplands Väsby municipality
Comprehensive plan from Upplands Väsby about new living circumstances
    -Väsby central(where my project is located ) is an important area to develop into an exciting urban core with an urban range 
of residentail,commercial,service and meeting places. 
On 7 September 2009, the Municipal City Planning instructed to prepare draft programs for the square.The area now has the working title of Fyrklövern and is an important part of 
the central Väsby which the municipal  comprehensive plan  to develop into an exciting urban core with an urban range of residential, commercial, service and meeting places. 
this is not primarily about the buildings but about the lift that is lived and will be lived in Väsby.How we live, eat, shop, sleep, are born, inspired, educated, how we travel, become
healthy, generate energy, cook food, park, recycle, experience and interact. Stability could be turned into an idea of change and transformation.So, then, what is it that we are up
to? How do we get there? And,it is most of all a project where the new is to be integrated into the existing, into a part of the city where people already live. The current inhabitants 
will have to be part of the process. What we want to create is a prototype of the future from the existing-a prototype of how to make and existing urban area more interesting and
live-for those that live there already and those that could move there.In 2015, the results will be shown to the rest of the world: Väsby Expo 2015.By then there will be new 
additions, new buildings, some of them completed, other being constructed.There will be new shops and schools in midst of the old ones. But there will also be temporary projects,
on energy,design, architecture, on farming and food, on urbanity and living. 

This is a renovation project to 8 high-rises buildings in the central of Upplands Väsby which is a cultivated land exploited from 1969 to 1972.
These buildings are called "Blue houses ” which are designed by architects Mårten Larsson and lennart Bergström. They have almost the 
same pattern of facade and struture.They stand parallelly and are with north-south direction. The houses contain a total of around 560 
apartments from 1 room to 5 rooms, with the majority of 3 rooms. The apartments are in tenancy form, for elderly55+,2-3 family and youth. 

Project background 1
General Problems in residential buildings 
from 1970s Swedish million program era

Problems 

Main reasons

-Social and racial Segregation
-Inanimate and static community

-Low suitability of apartment typologies
-Less communicating occasions
-Low variety of living spaces 
-Lots of Negative spaces 

Most of the residential areas from the million programme  are standing 
upright nowadays and accommodating the increasing populations. 
Most of them achieved with good range of services including schools,
nurseries, churches, libraries, public spaces and meeting areas. 

But there are common criticisms about this era of buildings. The million 
program is now popularly associated with the so called "concrete suburbs",
i.e. dull, grey. It created too many "ugly concrete buildings" which ruined
the cityscape! 
In nearly all of the Million Programme suburbs the concentration of 
immigrants is very high. The most common  complaints are about the 
high crime rate and the high racial and social segregation in the suburbs.

The Million Programme (Swedish: Miljonprogrammet) is the common name for an ambitious housing programme implemented in Sweden between 1965 and 1974 by the
governing Swedish Social Democratic Party to make sure everyone could have a home at a reasonable price. The aim of the programme was to build a million new dwellings in 
a 10-year period (hence the project's name).At the same time, a large proportion of the older unmodernised housing  stock was demolished.In the end, about 1,006,000 new 
dwellings were built. The net result was an increase in Sweden’s housing stock of 650,000 new apartments and houses, with a general rise in quality,arguably at the expense of
aesthetics. The three well-known suburbs Rinkeby (in Stockholm), Hammarkullen (in Gothenburg) and Rosengård (in Malmö) were all created as a part of the programme and 
have become symbols of the era.                                                                                                                                                       http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Programme 

efficient in 1970s, built fast ,solve problems of high population
deficient after 2000s, large batch of residential housings fit the process of urbanization  but inhibitants have more desire of living qualities 
instead of just accommodation

My Intention My Inspiration
Typical hierarchy  of  private to public living circumstances 
in Chinese families.

Key questions: To solve nowadays’ segregation and inanimate living circumstances 
Method: Creating intersection ,connection and diversity of living spaces
Aim: to gain more communication occasions and better living qualities
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A renovation should be concerned about present situations and municipality’s plan.
I expected to find the problems and explor the potentials of this area to contribute 
one community balanced, dynamic and promising. 

To gain the vitality, I am tracing about 
-How do different types inhabitants and families live in one community?
-How could inhabitants get variety spaces with hierarchy from private to public characters?
-How do inhabitants get good communication in a neighboorhood

N

Target buildings 

Target area of municipality

Location

Quadrangles------Original Beijing Hutong,China

Quadrangles------Villages in northeast China

Quadrangles 3------Villages in northern China

Each unit for 1 big family

Each unit for 1 small family and commerce

Each unit for 1-2 small family(natives)

Static life situation
Weak communication with neighboors

Flexiable  life situation
Stong communication with neighboors

Dynamic  life situation
Good communication with society



  

Weak Point: 
Buildings’round floors are solid
Low usage of those facilities in garden
Shady inbetween spaces in most time

Weak Point: 
Solid facade

Weak Point: 
Low connection of baloncy and internal space

Values:
Sunlight and View

Values:
Sunlight and View

Weak Point:
No usage

Weak Point: 
buildings’round floors are solid
low usage of those facilities in garden
shady inbetween spaces in most time

Vaules
Greenbelts 
Sitting and children facilities
Each apartment has balcony
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This area is with convient traffic connection 
of commuter train and E4 highway 

Surrounding infrastructure
is adequte

Appartment typology in each building

Ownership: 
Upplands Väsby Municipality

Inhabitants typology: 
Youth
2-3 family
55+elderly 

Apartment number: 
70 families in one building
560 families in this community

3 Rok 73.8 kvm        Price: 5600kr/month
Vaule: Layout is good for 2-3 family
Weak point: too large for single people

Majority apartment type-with flexibility

Apartment orgnization
From north to south
3 bulidings for elderly people apartment
1 building for allergy apartment
2 buildings for young people apartment
2 buildings for 2-3 family apartment

Weak point : 
the orgnization is lack of sutibility for different tenant types

Physical connection inbetween 8 buildings

Facade 

Weak Point: 
Sound and air pollution from parking

Weak Point: 
Weak connection with each building
Long pedestrain without clear definition
Low usage of sitting places and nature

Weak Point: 
Unclear man-vehicle-roadway relation  
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Existing situations

Present plans 1/400

What kind of public and private spaces 
the inhabitants get currently.
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Waste sorting

Parking

Parking

Laundry
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Library Sports

500m away

Kindergarden
350m away
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Weak Point: Centralized infrastruture 
is not convinece for all the buildings



 

Programs in each building
- Ground floor and courtyard area are connected and open with
  public functions and rental cultivated plots(for people use as 
  gardening or storages) 
- 1st floor is for rental workspaces(some with vertical sewage 
   pipes which give possibility for living also)
- 2nd to 7th floor are apartments with seprately organizeing
  different tenants in 5 “towers”
- Top floor are 5 specific common areas(for activities) matching
   with 5 “towers” and with rental glasshouses(for people use 
   for hobbies)
 

Apartment number: 
78 families in one building
576 families in this community

Apartment orgnization
According to exsiting percentage of apartment for each typology
1 tower for young single people apartments  20%
2 towers for elderly people   40%
2 towers for families             40%

  

Purposal of Price 

Inhabitants typology: 

Top Floor

1st Floor

2nd-7th Floor

Ground Floor

Top Floor

1st Floor

2nd-7th Floor

Ground Floor

Single young people
2-5 family

Ground floor is programed with commercial and public spaces,  architectually more open,socially
more semi-public/semi-private spaces.
Creat physical connection and continuity for whole community and each builing.
Program rental cultivated plots for gardening or storage in the outdoor coutyards.
Children playgrounds and parent sitting areas are intergrated from the exsting greenbelts and 
facilities in the outdoor coutyards and new constructed volum and struture.

With glass extention to ground and 1st floor,as well as opening  the solid facade, the entrance 
area privide more meeting and sitting areas,the living circumstance get vivid with social effect. 

With lowing down the railing of the balcony and adding flower beds,the apartments easily get 
better views , more green and sunlight.
Changing the window integrated with funitures will give nice sitting place.

Creat volume on original roof floor for common spaces,privated hobby space and glasshouses
With pitched roof and glass facade. 

Step1 (1st-2nd year) 
Program more stores(food,recycle,repair,etc)
Program more restautrant and cafe
Program grounds floors of 8 buildings
Program working places in the building near the center.
Build up canopy along right side of community
Plan amout of plots (some with portable structure  houses )
Plan social service point and outdoor activities area in central part of the community

Plan more plots
Programlocal market
Program more work places and hobby spaces
Renovate the builing near the central

Change the 2 bildings in central part of the community
Change the building in the south of the community

Step2 (3th-5th year:around Expo 2015)

Step3 (7th-8th year)

Change the rest bildings
Step4 (9th-10th year)

55+elderly people 

73.8sqm: 5 600kr/month

190sqm: 22 800kr/month

B-75sqm: 7 500kr/month
A-20sqm: 1 000kr/month

75kr/ sqm/ monthApartments

50kr/sqm/month
100kr/ sqm/ month

Workplaces 

120kr/ sqm/ monthRestaurant

Processing of building restoration

My project
What kind of public and private spaces 
the inhabitants will get in the future.
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25sqm: 1 000kr/month 40kr/ sqm/ monthCultivited Plots

15sqm:    525kr/month 35kr/ sqm/ monthGlasshouse

100sqm: 10 000kr/month 110kr/ sqm/ monthStore4
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Rental glasshouse will be another private space besides 
the apartments for elderly people or families.There is more
sunlight and better view here. 

Perspective of Top floor

Exsiting situation Exsiting situation Exsiting situation

New situation1

Rental work places are for specific workshops (big ones) or 
studio( small ones), in a way to bring convience for working,
more diversity of activities and profits for municipality.

Perspective of First floor

Rental Cultivated plots are for gardening and amusement for elderly people, families
or a group of young people.Inhabitants could order in advance.It is possible to get a 
portable struture house for a indoor situation as well.These are private spaces nature.

Perspective of exterior Ground floor
The facade gets architectually open ,which is benefit for commercial and social.
Canopy over the long path and glass extention to ground and 1st floor will creat
physical connection and continuity for whole community and each building. 

Perspective of exterior Ground floor

Common spaces are meeting and resting areas.
The whole common area is accessible by people who work 
and live in the single buillding,which is semi-public space.

Perspective of First floor
Common spaces are meeting and resting areas.
The whole common area is accessible by people who work 
and live in the single buillding,which is semi-public space.

Perspective of First floor

Exsiting situation

Exsiting situation

New situation 1 New situation 2

Exsiting situation

Exsiting situation Exsiting situation

New situation1 New situation2 New situation3

Rental glasshouse will be an entra space to use as hobby
space, for example atelier, study, studio,etc.

Perspective of Top floor

New situation2

Glasshouse will be another common space for several
public activites,such as hobbies,salong,etc.

Perspective of Top floor

New situation3
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